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1 - Introduction.
This User and maintenance manual is a valid guide where the user may find important technical
information relative to the correct installation, start-up and maintenance of the Certikin
Commercial plate heat exchanger.
Certikin declines all legal responsibility in case of damages derived from incorrect installation, or
as a result of use or maintenance conditions not foreseen in this manual.
Any changes that imply variations of fluid-dynamic and thermodynamic conditions will previously
be agreed with Certikin.
The user should not exceed the maximum working pressure, including during the execution of the
internal tests.

2 - Product description.
The plate heat exchanger is a device that permits recovery of the heat contained in a fluid being
transferred to another fluid.
Both fluids never touch each other because they are separated by metallic sheets.
These sheets, which are called plates, are very fine and grooved to enable the diffusion of the
greatest amount of heat through each surface unit.
The plate heat exchanger has been made to guarantee a heat interchange with the highest security.
The plate heat exchangers with nuts have the following elements:

Support column

Tightening bolts

Support rod*
It supports the grooved
plates and the pressure
plate

Pressure plate
Movable steel plate. In
some cases, the tubes
can be connected to it
(multipass)
Connections*
The holes in the frame
plate allow fluids to
enter into the heat
exchanger

Guide bar

Grooved plates
The heat is transferred from
one fluid to the other through
these fine grooved plates.
The number of plates
determines the total
transference surface of the heat
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Tightening nuts

Fixed plate

2.1 – Plates.
The plates are the main components of a heat exchanger. These plates represent the thermal
interchange surface between the fluids.
The number and form of the plates depend on the thermodynamic characteristics needed by the
user; when superposed they form the so called “plate pack”.
Each plate of the heat exchangers has been individually moulded, with no joined or welded pieces.
The plates can be obtained from any pressable material. The materials are chosen according to its
conditions of use.
Certikin provides plate heat exchangers made up of different materials; being the most used:
Stainless steel (AISI 304,316)
Titanium
Titanium-Palladium
Nickel
Hastelloy
Each plate displays fish bone-type grooves in its central part; the plates are placed alternately with
its fish bone-type grooves facing downwards or upwards (the plates with identical design but
turned 180º).
These groves form the sliding channel for the fluids that leave through the holes made on the sides.

Plate

Gasket
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The geometry of the so formed channel forces a turbulent movement in the fluid to eliminate
stagnant areas and therefore the dirt.
Certikin provides, from model 3601 onwards and for all higher models, plates with two different
types of angles for the fish bone.
A B
The A type configuration (high performance) provides a high thermal exchange coefficient. This
grooved design has an angle that maximises the fluid turbulences inside the channel, generating a
high pressure drop (high pressure losses).
Configuration B (low performance) displays a higher skid able grooved design in order to diminish
turbulences and therefore the pressure drops (low pressure losses). A low thermal efficiency
corresponds to lower values of turbulence.
It is possible to combine “high performance” plates (A type) with “low performance” plates (B
type), allowing M type mixed grooving. This high constructive flexibility enables Certikin to
exactly satisfy the specifications required by the client (thermal interchange, pressure drops).
The plates always have four holes on the sides, but the final plate which has no holes.
Special plates have been enabled for Multipass circuits.
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2.2 – Gaskets.
The grooved plates have grooves along its perimeter where the gaskets are placed.
They perform three main functions:
- contain the fluids in the perimeter area of the plate;
- divert fluids alternatively inside the exchanger;
- distinguish between parallel and crossed flow.
A fluid that enters the primary circuit finds the entrance to the channel open between two plates,
finding the second channel closed. On the contrary in the secondary circuit, the fluid finds the first
step closed while it finds the second one open.
Certikin provides two types of gaskets up to model 3601: parallel and cross.
The initial gaskets are made up of four holes.
The gaskets can be glued to the plates.
The main components of the heat exchangers submissive wearing down are the rubber gaskets.
Each gasket has a unique inner elasticity. This elasticity depends on the temperature and working
pressure, besides the force with which it is compressed during its tightening to the plate pack.
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Unsuitable temperatures and pressures deteriorate the gasket elasticity, risking fractures.
Therefore the parts made with rubber need greater attention.
The gasket design has been studied to reduce the possibility of both fluids touching each other. In
the only point where gaskets separate both fluids, a security chamber has been added that
communicates with the outside which, in addition to preventing the mixture of fluids, allows the
possible loss to go outside under low pressure.
All gaskets and glue are of non-toxic material.
Certikin provides NBR, EPDM prx and FPM gaskets. The choice of the material depends mainly
on the temperature and working pressure, in addition to the fluids that are used.
In the graph below the maximum gasket resistance is shown in relation to temperature.
The maximum temperatures shown in the graph are of course values that can be diminished by
Certikin according to the exchanger in use. The maximum pressure and the operating temperatures
are shown on the name plate.
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The following table shows the different compatibilities of the Certikin gaskets with the different
types of fluids normally used.
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2.3 – Frame.
Certikin provides a frame made up of two steel plates of different thickness (depending on the
model) connected to a variable number of 8.8 steel tie bars. These, formed of threaded bars, nuts
and washers, keep the plate pack together. The pressure plate and the fixed plate differ for the
outlet and inlet holes for the fluids. Normally there are 4 holes in the fixed plate, although certain
circuits (see chap. 5) may also require others in the pressure plate (multipass mode).
The frame can be provided in two different materials:
- AISI304;
- Varnished common steel.
Certikin uses two different types of support rods for the frames, being their design:
- A round form;
- An IPE form.
The choice of the type of support rod is made according to the model of exchanger used.

2.4 – Connections.
The connections are the devices needed to connect the exchanger to the installation.
The connections can be attached to the fixed plate or to the pressure plate. The positions of the
connections used or the type of selected circuit are specially shown in the Appendix A of this User
and maintenance manual.
The LF-4F connections are usually enumerated consecutively and anticlockwise on the fixed
plate. In the pressure plate (multi-pass mode, see chap. 5) the connections lL-4L have been
enumerated consecutively and clockwise.
The choice of the connection type is made depending on the design conditions and the model of
exchanger used.
Certikin provides two different types of connections:
1. Connections formed by GAS-type socket sleeves made up of carbon steel (AISI 316 Ls);
2. Connections with bridles, with threaded holes to tighten the bridle directly into the plate. The
interior of the hole has been covered with a sleeve of the same material used for the gaskets.
3. Nylon 6 or Polypropylene connections.
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3 – Principles of operation.
The heat transmission between two bodies takes place in three different ways:
- by irradiation;
- by conduction;
- by convection.
The principles of operation of plate exchangers are based on convection and conduction.
Consider two fluids contained in two coaxial tubes circulating throughout these. Let us suppose
that the fluid contained in the inner tube has a greater temperature than the one in the outer tube.
Let us consider, first of all, the case when both fluids flow in the same direction. The formula:
Q=KS (ta-TV) is not valid, since it is valid only when the temperatures ta and tb are constant. In
this case, however, the temperature of the heating fluid (A) is tl at the inlet and t2 at the outlet; so
therefore will be tl>t2. The temperature of the heated fluid will be t0 at the inlet and t0l at the
outlet, and should be t0<t0l. The previous formula will be considered roughly valid considering the
average temperatures of the heating fluid and the heated fluid.
Therefore, it will be:
Q=KS ((tl +t2)/2) - (tOl +tO)/2)
In the case of direct circulation (in parallel), the heat exchange is very active in the first section of
the tube, where the temperature difference between the heating fluid and the heated fluid is high,
while it will be scarcely active at the end of the tube where the difference between these
temperatures is smaller.
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In order to solve this problem, the fluids are directed in opposite directions (counter-current flow)
to maintain the temperature jump between both fluids sensibly high at all times, standardising the
heat interchange between the fluids.
This is the principle according to which all plate heat exchangers always present a counter-current
flow.
The plate heat exchanger is made up of a variable number of grooved metallic plates so that the
fluids between which the heat transference takes place can flow through. These plates form
channels that allow the alternation of the fluids in counter-current.
The fluids are always separated by two gaskets for security reasons.
The central part of the plates shows a fish bone-type grooving alternatively facing each other.
The gaskets perform two functions: containing the fluids in the perimeter of the plate and
alternatively diverting the fluids into the exchanger.
The fluid that enters the primary circuit finds the entrance to the channel between the first two
plates open, while it finds the second one closed.
On the contrary, in the secondary circuit the fluid finds the first step closed, while it finds the
second one open.
Thus two fine layers of liquid separated by a metallic sheet are formed. The heat exchange takes
place in optimal conditions. The grooved plate favours the fluid turbulence and prevents the plates
suffering pressure differentials.
There are two main types of circuits:
- figure A Individual (1-1);
- figure B Multi-pass (2-2/3-3/4 - 4).
The first type of circuit is indicated in figure A, wherein both primary and secondary circuits flow
through the fixed plate; the fluid in this type of circuit crosses the exchanger and returns after
having reached the pressure plate.
The second type of circuit is in figure B, in where the presence of an intermediate plate generates
another passage, as if two or more exchangers were connected in series.
This type of flow requires connections in the movable plate.
Attention: the different types of circuits used do not have any influence on the external dimensions of the
exchanger. They are important, however, for the type of connections needed.

4 – Storage.
Certikin provides the plate heat exchanger preassembled, ready for installation. If the exchanger
remains stored and not working for a period of time longer than a month, Certikin advises to
follow these precautionary measures to prevent any possible damage or wear on the exchanger
parts:
- keep the exchanger inside (temperatures min. 5º, max. 40º).
- do not leave anything in the premises where the exchanger is kept:
* Ozone generators (i.e. electrical motors, arc welders, etc.) because ozone is an aggressive
chemical agent for the gaskets that could be permanently damaged.
* Organic or chemical dissolvent.
If the exchanger is kept outdoors, check that it is correctly protected against the action of
atmospheric agents.
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5 – Precautionary measures for lifting.
Certikin usually provides the exchanger preassembled on a wood protection base (pallet), to which
it is secured by means of a plastic tape. This wood protection facilitates its handling and transport
using a fork-lift.
The procedure you should follow to handle it is the following:
1. Remove all packing material (nails and plastic tape);
2. Calculate with the aid of the name plate the empty weight of the exchanger in order to use
appropriate lift systems;
3. Set the lift sling around the top tightening nuts, along the tie bars, as indicated on the side; use a
rope sling for this operation, never a steel one;
Caution: never fix the lift sling to the steel connections.

4. As the securing elements are not in the gravitational centre, raise the equipment slowly. The
exchanger will tend to turn by itself;
5. Lower the heat exchanger to its horizontal position and set it on the floor.

6 - Installation.
Correct installation is essential; errors in this phase may jeopardise the final result causing gasket
fractures and suspensions, misalignments in the pipes, etc.
It is requested that the following points are read carefully and followed.

6.1 - Initial controls.
6.1.1 – Product control.
Certikin advises to carry out a thorough checking of the equipment before starting with the
installation and immediately communicate any possible omissions or damages in the materials
provided.

6.1.2 - Tightness.
The plates equipped with gaskets and provided in a pack are pressed by a frame so that tightness is
guaranteed in the compressed gaskets.
The frame is closed with tie bars with nuts. The space between two plates is different depending on
the exchanger models and the number of plates.
Certikin asks the end user to verify its tightness, indicated in the name plate or the Appendix A of
the User and maintenance manual. A smaller space would damage the plates while a greater one
would not assure the exchanger tightness with the result of fluid leaks.
Attention: the verification of the tightness level is essential when the connections are in place in the pressure
plate.
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6.1.3 - Installation placing requirements.
Exchangers are usually mounted in an upright position; the name plate of each model contains the
pressures and nominal temperatures. During operation, these pressures and temperatures should
never be exceeded to prevent possible damages to the exchanger.

6.1.3.1 - Base.
Install the unit on a base which must be strong enough to support the frame.
Warning: Certikin provides the exchanger net weight and its capacity in litres.

Certikin advises to install a purge container underneath the exchanger in some particular
applications (naval facilities, or when highly corrosive fluids are used), similar in volume to the
exchanger. The container overflow pipe must be larger than 50 [mm] (2").

6.1.3.2 - Clamping.
Certikin, for 3601 and superior models, provides, fixed to the frame, support legs of sufficient
strength to support the exchanger and to fix it to the base.
Attention: welds are made to fix the exchanger; the exchanger should not be grounded to avoid the occurrence
of voltaic arcs between the plates.

6.1.3.3 - Minimum space requirements around the exchanger.
It is necessary to leave enough free space at both sides of the exchanger (as shown in the figure).
This makes access to the plate exchanger easier and allows routine maintenance operations
(extraction and insertion of the plates and opening of the exchanger).
If it is foreseen that the surface of the heat exchanger overheats or cools down too much, it should
be isolated.

6.2 - Requirements for the connections and network.
Layout of the network

In order to address the problem correctly, it is necessary to know the exact location and potential
of each user, in addition to the pressure values and the inlet and outlet temperatures in each user.
Also to determine the preliminary layout, the preferred flows, the forced or prevented steps should
be known, in addition to the topographical levels of the highest points.
The booster pumps of the exchanger must be equipped with regulating valves. If the pumps work
to greater pressures than those the exchanger can guarantee it is necessary to install safety valves,
which should be airtight.
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Certikin indicates in an attachment to this manual the type of connection that will be implemented
according to the circuit established during the design phase (see Appendix A). If you want to
verify the type of connection used, spill some fluid or blow over one of the connections in order to
verify the output.
All the piping connected to the exchanger must be equipped with interception valves to facilitate
their disassembling and to guaranty its security.
Warning:
- The safety valves must be installed according to the regulations currently in force in the
area of pressure equipment (PED).
In the hot circuit, the regulation valve must be installed in the feed pipe, between the pump and the
interception valve.
Certikin also advises the installation of a drain valve in both feeding tubes, so that the exchanger can be stopped
and opened without causing any problems to the adjoining equipment.

The assembly of the connections in order to clean between the valves and the exchanger often
seems very useful. For example, it is possible to carry out a chemical washing (CIP see p. 30)
without disassembling or opening the exchanger.
Certikin advises to follow the following precautionary measures:
Warning:
- The thermal tensions or expansions in the connections or in the exchanger should not be
discharged.
The movable plate should never be attached to a fixed point. The thermal stress generated may cause leakages.

- Before connecting any conduit, check there are no impurities in the system.
- During the connection, check the tubes do not produce any stress in the plate heat
exchanger.
- Do not connect the tubes in the connections in a rough way. There are welds that could be
damaged, causing future leakages.
- To prevent water hammers, do not use chop throttle valves. Water hammering is a brief
pressure spike that can be verified during the operation or shutdown of a hydraulic system,
which produces the formation of a compression wave that crosses the tube at the speed of
sound. It can cause serious damage to the equipment (for example, the gaskets could jump
out of their housing resulting in fluid leakages).
If inhibiting agents are used, Certikin advises to check they do not interact with the materials
of the gaskets, plates and connection elements.
Multi-pass unit, (with connections on the fixed plate and the pressure plate).

It is important that the plate pack is tightened to its correct measure (check the design in the
Appendix A) before connecting the tube.
Warning. In order to facilitate the disconnection of the plate heat exchanger, it is necessary to connect a rightangled bend to the connection in the pressure plate, oriented vertically or laterally, and to place another flange
located just outside of the profile of the heat exchanger; this solution is necessary to enable the pressure plate to
slide up to the support in case of maintenance operations.
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7 - Start up.
Certikin determines the proportions and designs their exchangers for a specific use.
The limits of temperature and the fluids at issue have been indicated in the plate. Any alteration of
its characteristics could harm its operation.
Before the start up, if it is necessary to resize the installation, please get in touch with our technical
department or reseller. It is possible to increase or diminish the capacity of thermal interchange or
the pressure drop by means of an increase or diminution of the surface of thermal interchange
(increase or diminution of the number of plates.)
Start up procedure.
1. Before carrying out the start up, control the tightening level verifying its conformity to the data
shown in the name plate or in the Appendix A;
N.B. Test pressure. The user should not exceed the maximum working pressure, not even
during the execution of the internal tests.
2. Check the valves between the pump and the exchanger are closed;
3. If there are valves at the outlet, verify that they are completely open;
4. Open the drain valve necessary to evacuate the air. The air can cause bubbles that reduce the
potential of thermal interchange and increase the risk of plate corrosion;
5. Start up the pumps; if the system includes several pumps, make sure which one should be open
first;
6. Open the valves at the inlet slowly, so that the pressure increases gradually in the exchanger to
prevent thus water hammering;
7. When the exchanger operation has become stabilised, check leakages as a result of an incorrect
fixation of the plate pack or the presence of defective gaskets do not take place.
It is possible to start up the circuits individually.
Warning: in case of pressure differentials between both circuits superior to 50%, it is advised to open
simultaneously both systems to prevent high pressure decompensations.

8 – Operation.
Operation check:
- The temperatures and pressures of the exchanger are within the limits indicated in the name plate
provided by Certikin.
When exceeding the threshold temperature, leakages due to the fracture of the gaskets may take
place.
- The support column, the support rod and the guide bar are clean and lubricated.
- The tie bars must be lubricated with molybdenum disulphide (Molikote) or something equivalent,
especially in the section used for the opening and closing of the exchanger.
Warning: the flow control should be carried out slowly to protect the system against thermal and pressure
shocks.

The client will be able to carry out pressure tests up to the maximum working pressure. To this
aim, calibrated pressure gauges should be used. The test pressure shown in the name plate can only
be reached in the factory.
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Damages in the event of exposure to pressures higher than working pressure are not covered
by the guarantee.
If you wish to carry out a test to 15 bar, it will be necessary to request an exchanger with a
working pressure higher than 15 bar.
Always contact Certikin to obtain data regarding:
- The new dimensions of the plate pack, if you want to change the number of plates;
- The choice of the gasket material if the working temperatures and pressures have permanently
changed or if you use a different fluid in the heat exchanger.

9 - Stopping.
The stopping procedure is the following:
1 Closes the valves slowly paying attention pressure spikes or water hammers do not take place;
2 If the system includes several pumps, make sure which one should be switched off first;
3 Close the outlet valve, if included;
4 Repeat points 1-2-3 for the other circuit;
5 Take control of the purge valve to take the pressure to atmospheric level and eventually drain it.

10 – Shutdown.
In case of a long inactivity period of the exchanger (longer than a month), Certikin has foreseen
the process to put the equipment out-of-service. This step is especially taken when there is a risk of
fluid freezing or when the used fluids are particularly aggressive.
The necessary operations for the process are similar to those of the previous point:
1 Close the inlet valve of the circuit slowly with higher pressure;
2 Close the outlet valve, if included;
3 Open the purge valve and take the pressure in the exchanger to atmospheric level;
4 Repeat operations 1-2-3-4 for the other circuit;
5 Loosen the tie bars to reduce the pressure in the gaskets; leave also the plates in contact in such a
way it is enough to avoid the entrance of impurities;
6 The tie bars should be lubricated with molybdenum disulfide (Molikote) or equivalent grease.

11 – Maintenance.
WARNING: When the equipment is going to be shutdown during long periods of time, it is
advised to retire the equipment from the premises or to ventilate the room where it is located
periodically. This is due to the humid and chlorinated atmosphere to which the equipment is
exposed, which causes the accelerated deterioration of its electronic components. The guarantee
does not cover those cases when the product may be damaged due to a prolonged exposure to a
humid and chlorinated atmosphere.

11.1 - Opening the heat exchanger.
Before carrying out the sequence to open the heat exchanger, Certikin advises to perform the
following operations:
1 Clean and lubricate the support rod;
2 Clean the bolts and the threaded section of the tie bars;
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3 Lubricate the sliding parts;
4 Draw a diagonal coloured line on the side of the plate pack to verify the order of assembly of the
plates is correct;
5 Measure and write down the tightening level.
After having conducted these preliminary operations, the opening operations start:
1 Close the inlet valve of the circuit slowly with higher pressure;
2 Close the outlet valve, if included;
3 Repeat operations 1-2-3 for the other circuit;
4 Open the purge valve and take the pressure in the exchanger to atmospheric level;
Warning: the exchanger can only be opened when the temperature has dropped below 50º Celsius and the
container is no longer under pressure.

5 Disconnect all connections of the fixed and movable plates;
Warning: in the case of multiple circuit exchangers (multi-pass), immediately move the
connections of the movable plate away.
6 Fully loosen the bolts and take away the upper and lower tie bars of the exchanger;
7 Loosen the nuts in alternate order;
Warning: pay attention so that the movable plate is parallel to the fixed plate.
Only move away the tie bars when you are able to manually unscrew the bolts because the plate pack is totally
free and is not compressed.

8 When all tie bars have been extracted, move the pressure plate up to the support column.
Now it is possible to get to the individual plates;
9 If the plates must be enumerated, start the numeration before disassembling.

11.2 - Disassembling the plates.
It is advisable to use gloves to handle the plates since the edges of the plates are very sharp.

The plates have been mounted in different ways according to the model used. Certikin provides
two systems to secure the plates:
- Rounded support rod
- IPE support rod
According to the general plan (Appendix A).
When dismounting the plates (regardless of the form of the support rod), you should proceed
following these steps:
1. Slip the pressure plate up to the support column;
2. Incline the plate in longitudinal direction to loosen its lower section, embedded in the guide bar;
3. Turn the plate around the support rod and take it out.
Warning: if two or more plates remain in contact, it is necessary to separate them carefully to remove the
gasket from its housing. The glue that keeps the gasket attached to the plate loses strength when exposed to high
working temperatures.
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11.3 - Cleaning the plates.
Inside the exchanger a series of channels between plates have been foreseen. Its prolonged use
may cause the formation of deposits (limestone, for example, if the fluid used is water) and
incrustations. These deposits are very small due to the little amount of fluid in the channels and to
the deposit limited adherence capacity to the surface of the sheet. In case of a sensible reduction of
the exchanger performance, this will be probably the cause. In certain applications in which the
fluid gets particularly dirty or contains solid particles greater than one millimetre, Certikin advises
to use a filter in the feeding network.
Warning: always ask your detergent supplier or Certikin about the compatibility of the agent used to do the
cleaning and about the application method (temperature and length of treatment).
Warning: soda and nitric acid can seriously damage the steel plate exchanger; the effect of corrosion depends
on the temperature and average pH of the concentration.

The plates can be cleaned in two different ways:
1 - Cleaning the exchanger without opening (Cleaning-In-Place -CIP).
This process is based on the principle of not disarming the plate exchanger. Instead it flushes it
with detergent liquid and generates an action which combines mechanical (dynamic fluid
turbulence) and chemical elements to remove the incrustations.
The dirt inside the exchanger can often be related to a too low fluid speed in the channels.
Where possible, you may try to increase the flow if the exchanger presents an elevated reduction of
power or pressure drops.
If the CIP cleaning is not sufficient, with crystallizations or obstinate dirt it is often needed a
mechanical-chemistry combined action (manual cleaning).
2 - Manual cleaning.
Warning: protect your eyes and other body parts adequately against the risk of contact with the used solutions.
Use glasses, gloves and suitable clothing to protect yourself against contact with acids. Steam can also damage
your health, so you should not work in closed or poorly ventilated atmospheres.
Warning: pay attention not to damage the gasket during the manual cleaning.
Warning: never use brushes or iron tools to clean the plates.

The plates can be cleaned manually; the operation can be carried out without disassembling the
frame plates or extracting them from their housing.
In the first case, after opening the exchanger, place the first plate by the side of the movable plate,
extract the deposits with a smooth brush and running water; rinse with abundant water using a high
pressure flexible tube.
In the second case, extract one plate at a time, place it on a work surface and apply the detergent
with a smooth brush. Let it work for the necessary time depending on the agent used and rinse with
water, using a high pressure flexible tube.
Warning: after cleaning, always rinse the plates with plenty of water.
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Certikin provides a general indication of the detergents that should be depending on the main
polluting agents:
- In the case of oil, asphalt or grease residues, use a gasoline-based paraffinic dissolvent (kerosene,
for example).
- In the case of organic deposits that contain proteins, they may be disposed of with an alkaline
solution, 2% caustic soda at 50 ºC. For particularly persistent dirt, leave it to soak several hours.
- The limestone deposits are cleaned with acid solutions (max. concentration of 4%, max.
temperature 60°C); for example, some types of commercialised products are:
1) Nitric acid for calcium carbonates.
2) Sulphamic acid for calcium sulphide (metallic oxides).
3) Citric acid for silicates like clay.
4) Phosphoric acid for silicates like alumina.
Warning: hydrochloric or sulphuric acid can not be used.
Warning: soda and nitric acid can seriously damage the steel plate exchanger; the effect of corrosion depends
on the temperature and average pH of the concentration.
Warning: do not use the following agents: Ketones, Esters, and Halogenated and Aromatic Hydrocarbons.
Warning: after cleaning, rinse the plates with plenty of water.

If the plates are not equipped with holes they can be recycled.
In this phase, it is useful to change the gaskets. The gaskets are made of materials subject to wear
and they are not covered by the guarantee. It is not possible to anticipate their duration since it
depends on the use they go through. Moreover, their duration is strongly affected by temperatures
and pressures.

11.4 - Changing the gaskets.
The change of gaskets must be performed with maximum attention and care to prevent damage to
the plates.
It is necessary to carry out these operations:
Disposal of the old gaskets.
This operation can be done in different ways; one possibility is the following: with a hot air gun
warm up the back of the plate until is easy to remove the gasket.
Warning: follow the instructions carefully; see the gun manual for more information on the dangers related to
the use of the pistol.

Cleaning of the gasket housing.
After having extracted the gasket, the remains of glue and eventually the filling parts should be
cleaned of the housing before gluing a new one. Small pieces of rubber or glue can be left if they
are flat. Wash the gasket housing even though does not contain any oil residues or other greasy
substances, using pieces of cloth soaked in acetone or other dissolvent (ketone, methylethylene,
etc.). It is important to use chlorine-free dissolvent.
Warning: dry the gasket housing carefully with a dry cloth.
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Gluing the gasket.
When carrying out the gluing operation, check that the work chamber is ventilated enough and
there are no naked flames.
Apply the glue with a fine and flat brush over the whole housing that is in contact with the gasket;
leave it to dry briefly. In order to recognise where the old gaskets were placed, it is sufficient if
you note the colour difference in the housing caused by the previous glue.
Now evenly insert the gasket with great care. It is extremely important that the gasket is placed flat
and with no waves in its housing. After having let dry the glue for about 30 sec. (the time depends
on the thickness and quantity of the diluted glue), the gasket is stuck on its corresponding housing.
In order to facilitate the final gluing, it is advisable to put the plates under slight pressure, piling
them up and leaving them thus 5 hours to allow the complete hardening of the glue. When the glue
has fixed the gasket, it is advisable to cover it with talcum powder to prevent them stick to each
other. The plates are now ready to be introduced in the exchanger.
Glue for gaskets.
Only some types of glue can be used to stick the gaskets on the plates; Certikin advises the use of
the following materials:
- Bostik 1782;
- Pliobond 20/30 Synthetikleim;
- 3M EC 1099 Bond Spray 77.
Do not use other products since they may contain chlorine or other substances that may damage
the plate. The glue should be diluted with acetone, in a maximum proportion of 1:1.

11.5 - Closing the heat exchanger.
Before assembling the exchanger, it is necessary to review all gaskets and the surfaces in contact
with the gaskets.
The assembly procedure is the following:
1 Check all watertight surfaces are clean;
2 Clean the thread of the tie bars with a steel brush. Lubricate the thread of the tie bars with a
grease film, Moilkote, for example, or an equivalent;
3 Insert the plate with the fish bone-type grooving in alternate direction and the gaskets oriented
towards the fixed plate.
Warning: it is necessary to respect the initial order of the plates.

In order to identify the correct order of assembly, use the outside mark (diagonal band) that was
drawn before disassembling the exchanger; as an alternative, check the Appendix A of the User
and maintenance manual, where the type of flow is specified;
4 Press the plates one against the other. The fixation takes place in two phases, the pre-stressing
and the true blocking:
- Hold both pairs of diagonal bolts in sequence (1-2 and 3-4) until the plate group do not measure
1.10 of the normal tightening level;
- Tighten the bolts (1-2 and 3-4) until reaching the tightening level shown on the name plate of the
exchanger;
5 Finally hold the central pair of bolts, and then the lower and upper bolts.
The tightening level is the measurement of the distance between the interior of the two plates of
the frame and can vary according to the tolerances in the thicknesses of the plates.
Warning: if the plates have correctly installed, the edges form a “beehive” design, corresponding with the
upper bar. See the photo on the side.
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12 – Safety devices.
According to appendix I of the EEC N. 97/23/EC directive of 29 May 1997, the following norms
and safety measures have planned.
The risks derived of a heat exchanger are of two types:
» Mixture of fluids;
» Pressure.
The first one may be addressed in three ways:
- Separating the fluids by means of an AISI plate. This material guarantees enough resistance to
corrosion. The cracks in the plate surfaces due to defects in the plate or manufacture are avoided
by means of solutions.
They are identified during manufacture and eventually in the final pressure test;
- Using a perimeter gasket; the eventual lateral leakages cannot mix with another fluid because
they go outside the exchanger;
- Having a special security chamber; a double gasket has been planned in the only spot where the
gasket separates both fluids. The space between these two gaskets communicates with the outside.
The second one can be faced in three ways:
- The frame elements are calculated according to the DIN standards to be able to resist the stress
pressures;
- A direct leakage in the perimeter can be solved with a continuous edge supporting the gasket;
- The weakest point in the plate is doubtlessly the security chamber, where a leakage does not spill
directly to the outside. It only arrives through a chamber that performs the function of diminishing
the power of the leakage thrust.

13 – Trouble shooting.
Outer leakages (gaskets).
With rubber gaskets, it may happen that when starting to work, in cold, the exchanger presents
small leakages in the form of exudations or small drops.
These problems are solved when the discharge of the exchanger starts. Check the two plates
remain always parallel during this phase. Otherwise, this could be the cause of the leakage. If
parallelism has been verified, start to discharge the exchanger without descending below the
tightening level. If this did not solve the problem, it will be necessary to change the plates or the
corresponding gaskets.
Inner leakages (in the channels).
The corrosion can wear away the plate depth. The mixing of fluids is a true sign of this. In order to
be able to visualise it, it is necessary to reduce the pressure on one side of the exchanger and then
remove the lower pipe. Thus the interior of the exchanger conduit can be observed. Pressurize the
other side of the exchanger (max. 6 bar) and you will be able observe where the leakage has taken
place. Mark the defective plates and change them or dispose of them (always in pairs).
Temperatures are not achieved anymore.
If the outlet temperatures of exit were not the ones required, the plates may have been soiled and
the interchange capacity may have diminished. In this case the exchanger must be cleaned in
chemical or mechanical mode.
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Different flows may also have been produced as a result of changes in the installation. This
naturally has an influence in the outlet temperatures. All this can be easily controlled via the
diminution of the flows, which should increase the temperature differentials.
Excessive pressure drops.

These leakages may be caused by an increase of the flow, dirt coming from the network,
incrustations or some heavy piece of material that has been formed in the exchanger and that has
clogged the conduit of the exchanger.
In these cases you may try to invert the flow to observe if the opposite direction current manages to
solve the problem, and then trying a chemical cleaning. Finally start a manual mechanical cleaning.

14 – Hydraulic connections.

15 – Wiring diagram.
EQUIPADO + BOMBA RECIRC.
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16 – Controller.
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE ALL OR PART OF THE FEATURES OF THE ARTICLES OR
CONTENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE.
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